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P

Blossoming Best 



Mornings

• Children will go straight to their 
classroom as they arrive between 8:20 
and 8:30.

• Please send any messages in the form 
of a note on paper (reading logs aren’t 
looked at every day).

• Children have their own peg to hang 
their belongings on.  Please make sure 
EVERYTHING is labelled!



After school

• Children will be collected from the KS2 
playground at 3:00 near the year 2/3 
door.

• Please encourage the children to stay 
in line and tell the teacher that they 
have seen their parents.

• Please check that they have 
everything before they leave.



School uniform
Summer until half term –
White shirt
Summer dress
Grey shorts/trousers
Blue pinafore/skirt
Jumper/ cardigan
Black school shoes – not trainers
Hair tied up

Winter uniform
White shirt and tie
Grey trousers
Blue pinafore/skirt
Blue Jumper/Cardigan
Black school shoes – not trainers



PE Kit
Red t-shirt
Navy shorts
Navy joggers in Winter
Red sweatshirt in Winter
Trainers

Children wear PE kit to school on a Tuesday

No earrings



Swimming
Swimming is on Wednesday
They need a costume and hat
Towel
Verruca socks or gel 
No earrings

This is a National curriculum subject. Please make 
sure they participate. If  they have an infection or 
sickness and diarrhoea and cannot swim, please put 
this in writing.



In school the children will need

•Reading log book (every day)

•Named water bottle that can stay in school and 
will go home on a Friday.

•Fruit snack (there is no free fruit in KS2)



Timetable
• English and Maths each morning before lunch

• Foundation subjects (Art, Geog, History etc) afternoons

• Spelling test and Reading log checking on Thursday

• PE- Tuesday afternoon and Active Me sessions 
throughout the week.

• Swimming on Wednesday afternoon (start on 22nd)

• Golden time on a Friday afternoon



Hubs

• Your child will work in Maths and English hubs.
• All children work on the same curriculum, taking 

the same assessments at the end of the year. 
• The hubs will work at a pace appropriate to them. 
• Hubs provide opportunity for extra support to be 

given. Some hubs have a higher adult to child 
ratio. 

• These hubs are fluid and may change throughout 
the year.

• The expectations are the same for all children and 
all children are challenged to deepen their 
thinking.



Grammar and Writing

Focus continues on developing children’s understanding of 
Grammar and its key terminology, 

e.g. 

*fronted adverbials (words that describe how, when and where)

*extended noun phrases (the large, green crocodile) 

*inverted commas (speech marks)

*apostrophes (before s for possession and contractions like 
didn’t) 

*conjunctions (words that link and extend sentences)

*adverbs (words that describe the verb).

They are also developing their editing skills so we encourage the 
children to reread work and focus on checking one thing. 



Spellings

•Spellings will be tested on a Thursday morning.

•We focus on teaching rules as well as common exception 
words.

•Any spellings that are incorrect when tested on a 
Thursday will then be recorded and re-tested at the end of 
each half-term. 

•Children will highlight any incorrect spellings in their 
reading log.

•Children can practice on Spelling Shed or with Look, Say, 
Cover, Write and check.



Year 3 - Autumn 1 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Review of Year 2 

suffixes 

(-ed, -ing, -er 

and –est)

Review of Year 2 

suffixes (-ness, 

ment,

-ful and –less)

Words from the 

Year 3 & 4 word 

list

/i/ sound with a 

‘y’

/u/ sound spelt 

‘ou’

Review of half termly 

spellings/own writing 

crying

writing

replied

worried

dropped

taking

driver

prettier

laziest

happiest

careful

playful

beautiful 

happiness

sadness

brightness 

enjoyment

argument

penniless

hopeless

accident

actual

address

answer

appear

arrive

believe

bicycle

breath

breathe 

build

busy 

gym

myth

hymn

syrup

lyrics

symbol

crystal

mystery

pyramid

syllable 

touch

double

cousin

young

trouble

couple

country

enough 

courage

rough 



Reading
In Year 3 children, will be introduced to trickier 

comprehension so when you are reading focus on asking 

questions such as:

*What do you think will happen next?

*How does that character feel and why? How do you know 

that?

*Why did ___ happen?

*Can you summarise what has happened so far?

*What word means? What other word could be used? What 

does ___ mean?



Reading

Your child is expected to read at least five times a week at 
home. 
Once they have read 10 books from a colour we will assess them. 
Please note it in their Reading Log.
Rewards will be given for children who have their book. 
Signed with 5 reads and in school on a Thursday.
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Maths

Our key skills for Maths are:

*Count and write numbers up to 1000

*Count in multiples of 3, 4, 8, 50 and 100

*Learn written methods for the four operations with up 3 
digits.

*Learning time to the nearest minute and money with 
pounds and pence (not decimal).

*Ordering, adding and subtracting fractions with the same 
denominator.

*Use formal column method for addition and subtraction



PSHE 

Sex and relationships will be taught in the 

Summer term and will revise the year two 

learning.



At least 5 reads 
each week.

Daily times 
table practise.

Daily spelling 
practise.



Trick box
•Children are taught a variety of ‘tricks’ that 
enable them to deal with emotional or social 
worries independently.

Some examples: 
•Win win to deal with sharing
•Colour breathing to help control anger
•Mirror Mirror to boost self esteem

P



Behaviour shaping
A child’s name will be added to the happy face 
when they are showing commitment to their 
learning, helping others, listening carefully 
and showing good learning behaviours.  Being on 
the happy face more than once will result in a 
reward.

Children who are not being respectful of other 
children’s learning will receive one reminder and one verbal 
warning.  If they continue, they will be given a dot next to 
their name on teacher’s list. Two dots will result in lost 
of break time and a reflection sheet will have to be filled in.

Marvellous Me badges will be awarded to children who have 
shown a real effort with their work or who have stood out
for doing something exceptional.



Thank you in advance for your 
support and

we hope your child 
will enjoy Year 3!


